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Introduction

The goal of this research is to generate programs for the coordination of cooperative autonomous agents in
pursuit of a common goal� In e�ect� we want to evolve behavioral strategies that guide the actions of agents
in a given domain� The identi�cation� design� and implementation of strategies for coordination is a central
research issue in the �eld of Distributed Arti�cial Intelligence �DAI� ���� Current research techniques in
developing coordination strategies are mostly o�	line mechanisms that use extensive domain knowledge to
design from scratch the most appropriate cooperation strategy� It is nearly impossible to identify or even
prove the existence of the best coordination strategy� In most cases a coordination strategy is chosen if it is
reasonably good�

In �
�� we presented a new approach for developing coordination strategies for multi	agent problem solving
situations� which is di�erent from most of the existing techniques for constructing coordination strategies in
two ways�

� Strategies for coordination are incrementally constructed by repeatedly solving problems in the domain�
i�e�� on	line�

� We rely on an automated method of strategy formulation and modi�cation� that depends very little on
domain details and human expertise� and more on problem solving performance on randomly generated
problems in the domain�

The approach proposed in �
� for developing coordination strategies for multi	agent problems is completely
domain independent� and uses the strongly typed genetic programming �STGP� paradigm ����� which is an
extension of genetic programming �GP� ����� To use the STGP approach for evolving coordination strategies�
the strategies are encoded as symbolic expressions �S	expressions� and an evaluation criterion is chosen for
evaluating arbitrary S	expressions� The mapping of various strategies to S	expressions and vice versa can
be accomplished by a set of functions and terminals representing the primitive actions in the domain of the
application� Evaluations of the strategies represented by the structures can be accomplished by allowing the
agents to execute the particular strategies in the application domain� We can then measure their eciency
and e�ectiveness by some criteria relevant to the domain� Populations of such structures are evolved to
produce increasingly ecient coordination strategies�

We have used the predator	prey pursuit game ��� to test our hypothesis that useful coordination strategies
can be evolved using the STGP paradigm for non	trivial problems� This domain involves multiple predator
agents trying to capture a prey agent in a grid world by surrounding it� The predator	prey problem has
been widely used to test new coordination schemes ��� ��� ��� ��� ���� The problem is easy to describe� but
extremely dicult to solve� the performances of even the best manually generated coordination strategies are
less than satisfactory� We showed that STGP evolved coordination strategies perform competitively with the
best available manually generated strategies�

The developed strategies had implicit communication in that the same programwas used to control the four
predator agents� In this work we examine the rise of cooperation strategies without implicit communication�
This is achieved by having each predator agent being controlled by its own program� Such a system solves a
cooperative co	evolution problem as opposed to a competitive co	evolution problem as described in ��� �� ����
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We believe that cooperative co	evolution provides opportunities to produce solutions to problems that can
not be solved with implicit communication�

Experimental Setup

In our experiments� the initial con�guration consisted of the prey in the center of a �� by �� grid� and the
predators are placed in random non	overlapping positions� All agents choose their action simultaneously�
The environment is updated accordingly and the agents choose their next action based on the updated state�
Con�ict resolution is necessary since we do not allow two agents to co	occupy a position� If two agents try to
move into the same location simultaneously� they are �bumped back� to their prior positions� One predator�
however� can push another predator �but not the prey� if the latter decided not to move� The prey does not
move ��� of the time� this e�ectively makes the predators travel faster than the prey� The grid is toroidal
in nature� and diagonal moves are not allowed� A capture is de�ned as all four predator agents occupying
the cells directly adjacent� and orthogonal� to the prey� i�e� when the predators block all the legal moves of
the prey� A predator can see the prey� and the prey can see all the predators� Furthermore� two predators
cannot communicate to resolve con�icts or negotiate a capture strategy�

Goals

We believe that laying down the framework for a cooperative co	evolution system will allow both for a team
to learn together and for speeding up the learning process� The techniques that we describe can be applied
to other GP based team problems� Speci�cally we will deal with the credit assignment problem of how to
fairly split the �tness score to all participants in a team�

We believe that four di�erent strategies for controlling the movements of an agent can be combined to
form a cooperation strategy which will result in attaining a global goal� One contribution of this research
will be to remove a level of communication in a DAI domain�

Establishing an Environment for Teamwork

In our earlier work� each program was represented as a chromosome in a population of individuals� The
members of a team can randomly be selected from the population of chromosomes� with each member
awarded a certain percentage of the total �tness� � Each member would get the points that it de�nitely
contributed to the team�s �tness score� How do we divide up the team�s score among the participating
members �chromosomes�� Is it fair to evenly divide the score� Assuming k members to a team� if the actions
of one individual accounted for a large share of the team�s score� why should it only get �

k
th of the score�

This problem is the same as the credit assignment problem in ���� A modi�cation of this strategy is to
deterministically split the population into k sized teams� Thus the �rst k individuals would always form the
�rst team� The problem with this is that it imposes an arti�cial ordering on the population� The same team
in generation Gi might not be formed in generation Gi�� due to a re	ordering caused by the reproductive
cycle�

The method we employ to ensure consistency of membership of a team is to evolve a team rather than an
individual� Thus each chromosome represents k programs� Subject to the e�ects of crossover and mutation�
we are ensured that the same members will form a team� This e�ectively removes the credit assignment
problem� Each team member always participates in the same team� Thus all of the points it is awarded� for
both its individual contribution and the teams contribution� are correctly apportioned to the entire team�

This approach is similar to �the Pitt approach� used for evolving Genetic	Based Machine Learning
systems ���� For GA based production systems� there are two camps as how to maintain a ruleset� the
Pitt approach is to maintain the entire ruleset as an individual string with the entire population being a
collection of rulesets� and �the Michigan approach� is to maintain the entire population as the ruleset� In
the Michigan approach there is the credit assignment problem of how to correctly award individual rules for

�We could also ensure that each member of the population participates in t teams�
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their contributions to the global solution� The Pitt approach bypasses the credit assignment problem� in that
rules are only evaluated in the context of a ruleset� A similar mechanism as proposed in this paper has been
used to successfully co	evolve a set of prototypes for supervised concept classi�cation problems ����

Our method of maintaining consistency in a team does introduce a problem in that what do we do for
crossover� Do we allow crossover� as shown in Figure �� to take place in the usual sense� �i�e� only one
of the programs participates in the crossover�� Or� as shown in Figure �� do we allow all of the programs
to participate in crossover� The �rst crossover mechanism allows only relatively small changes of parent
structures to produce o�spring� and thus slows down learning�
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Figure �� Example crossover for � crossover point in a chromosome�
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Figure �� Example crossover for all programs in a tree� A crossover point is selected in the subtree of each
program� Thus there are four crossovers taking place� between each program Pi for the two chromosomes�

The second crossover mechanism will speed up the emergence of good cooperation strategies by allowing
each program in a parent structure to participate in the crossover process� A research issue in this crossover
method is determining whether we should constrain crossover between corresponding programs in the two
parents� If the �rst program in the �rst parent always crosses over with the �rst program in the second
parent� then can the �rst program become a specialist� There can be a need for specialists� i�e� the dessert
maker in a team of cooks� but in applying this constraint we restrict do we restrict ourselves to a part of the
solution space in which the global optimum can not be found�

Some possible solutions to this concern are�

�� For chromosomes A and B� randomly determine which program Ai will be used in crossover with
program Bj � Also each program in a chromosome participates exactly once in the crossover process�

�� A new mutation operator could be de�ned which swaps subtrees between programs in a chromosome�
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A third crossover mechanism is to adapt the uniform crossover function from GA research� Basically we
would develop a uniform crossover mask for the programs inside a chromosome� A ��� would indicate that
the programs are swapped� while a ��� would indicate that the programs would undergo crossover� We are
able to use the uniform crossover function because the number of programs in a team is �xed� Since the
programs are not atomic in the sense that alleles in GAs are� we could randomly determine the interactions
between the programs� An example of this is if we decided that the order of interaction between two parent
chromosomes i and j is i������ and j������� and the bit mask is f����g� then this would produce the children
s����X����X��� and t����X����X���� This is represented visually in Figure �� The programs have been
re	ordered such that i� is paired with j�� etc�
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Figure �� Example uniform crossover for the mask ������� �a� has Parent i with an ordering of ������� �b�
has Parent j with an ordering of ������� �c� has Child s� with two children created via crossover� �d� has
Child t� with two children created via crossover�

A fourth crossover function is to allow k crossover points inside a chromosome� A restriction is that
crossover point i can not be an ancestor node of any crossover point j� j �� i� A di�erence between this
method and the previous methods is that two crossovers can happen to the same program� as can be seen in
Figure �� Each crossover point i is not tied to any one program�

Status of Research

We are currently conducting experiments with the second method of representing a team� i�e� where the four
programs are stored in one chromosome� In our previous research� we found that several days were needed
per learning session� This has been compounded by the need to evolve four programs per chromosome�
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Figure �� Example crossover k crossover points in a chromosome�
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